
 
Please have your camper come prepared for the day with lunch, snacks, water bottle, swimsuit, towel and proper 

shoes to participate in.  
Counselors: Brett, Sadie, Matt,  Jessica, Emily, Keely and Kenzie 

 
Monday August 26th, 2019  
 Today we are taking camp to the next level as campers throughout the 
day will be tasked with doing the impossible! Their mission if they choose to 
accept it is to take part and solve mazes, group puzzles and in the afternoon go 
skating at the Steve Kerr Memorial Complex! 

 
Tuesday August 27th, 2019  
Do you have what it takes to be a spy? Come find out 
and test your sneakiness through our scavenger hunt, 
lazer race, and other exciting games and crafts 
planned! Than later get to see our super special guest 
the amazing magician Bumbling Burt as he performs! 
 
 

Wednesday August 28th, 2019  
 Follow in the footsteps of the worlds best detective and become a super detective! 
Play detective tag, build spy glasses and test even more detective skills in this super exciting 
day! What makes this day even better is our little camper detectives get to take to the ice rink 
and skate in the afternoon! 

 
 
Thursday August 29th, 2019 
 Join us for good guys and bad guys day where we play some of the classic 
and most enjoyed games and activities! From cops and robbers to Ninja and 
everything in between, we play it all! Then in the afternoon we have a special 
activity planned but shhhhh… don't tell anyone it's a secret! 
 

 
Friday August 30th, 2019 
 TGIF it's the final day of Camp this 2019 Summer! We are sad 
that camp has come to an end but we saved the best for last! Today, we 
took some of the camper and counsellor favorites, combining them into 
the best day ever! Games like scattergories, blow paint art, colour run and 



more all into a jam packed exceptional day we will all remember even next summer! Not to mention in preparation for 
the winter season, we get to do more skating! 


